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Abstract

The aim of this work is to develop a spatial locator, based on a webcam, and a marker secured to

an ultrasound probe, capable of determining the different positions and orientations of a sequence

of 2D images acquired by the probe for three-dimensional reconstruction of the carotid bifurcation

and atherosclerotic plates.

Carotid Atherosclerosis is a major cause of death and of physical/mental disability worldwide.

The most common diagnostic methods are based on unidimensional measurements and in the plate

area, using 2D ultrasound images. Despite having proven results, studies suggest that a three-

dimensional evaluation may lead to a more complete diagnosis.

The method free-hand of ultrasound is a current solution which aims 3D reconstruction using

two-dimensional images. However, the systems based on this method are often costly.

This thesis proposes an alternative system for 3D reconstruction of the carotid using 2D ul-

trasound images that aims to overcome the high costs. The proposed technique is based on a

standard webcam that acquires images of a fixed marker on the probe during ultrasound exami-

nation of the carotid artery. The processing offline of images of the marker allows to determine

its location in relation to the camera, as well as the position and orientation of the ultrasound

2D images synchronized with them. The processing of multiple images allows to complete the 3D

reconstruction.

For relatively short distances from the marker to the camera, the proposed system obtains an

average absolute error of about 0.5 mm. This error increases by approximately 0.5 mm for each 5

cm further away.

Keywords: Atherosclerosis, Ultrasound, 3D Reconstruction, Optical Tracking, Image Pro-

cessing, Pose Estimation.
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1 Introduction

In the developed world, atherosclerosis is the cause of about 50% of all deaths[1]. Cardiovascular

disease (CVD) mainly caused by atherosclerosis, is the main reason of disability and premature death

worldwide. In fact, CVD are the number one cause of death globally, more people die annually from

CVD than any other cause. In 2008 were estimated to have 17.3 million people died from CVDs,

including 7.3 million caused by coronary heart disease and 6.2 million by stroke [2]. More recent

results show that in 2012, 17.5 million people died from CVDs, 7.4 million due to coronary disease

and 6.7 million due to stroke, which shows that more effort is needed to be done in order to reduce

these numbers in the future. In the United States 600 000 strokes occur annually. Stroke is the

third leading cause of death and the principal cause of long-term disability [1][2]. Approximately 85%

of all strokes are ischemic and attributable to atherothrombotic disease. Carotid atherosclerosis is

related to around 20% of all strokes [3]. The 2D carotid ultrasound is currently one of the main non

invasive, portable and inexpensive methods of assessment and diagnosis of the atheroesclerotic disease.

However, the 2D ultrasound has some limitations. The atheromatous plaques are a complex structure,

three-dimensional and with a degree of asymmetry. An evaluation from two-dimensional data thus

can not reproduce completely the structure of the carotid artery and the plate itself which complicates

an accurate assessment of the lesion in question. Currently the most common methods for evaluation

of risk factors for disease are based on atheroesclerotic dimensional measurements and plate area

using 2D ultrasound images that despite having proven results, studies suggest that methods based

on a three-dimensional evaluation and arterial volume and the plate itself may lead to more accurate

results. Thus, a 3D reconstruction of the carotid represents a logical solution that allows the physician

to establish a more complete diagnostic evaluation and thus the degree of the disease. The free-hand

ultrasound method is a solution which aims to this ultrasonic 3D reconstruction using two-dimensional

images. This method mainly uses optical or electromagnetic systems that determine the position and

orientation of the probe during the acquisition of the 2D images used for reconstruction. These

general purpose systems are accurate for a wide spatial range. Hence, they are typically expensive,

which limits their usability worldwide. In the present application, however, the region of interest is

small and the expected probe trajectory is well known, as well as the orientation of the probe, that

is expected to present only slight changes during the whole course. This provides the motivation for

developing a specific and non-expensive solution for the case of carotid reconstruction.
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2 Goal

The main objective of this work consists on the development of an optical tracker based on a high-

resolution webcam and a fiducial marker, in order to track the US probe positions and orientations

along the acquisition of US image sequences to allow a 3D reconstruction of the carotid bifurcation

and atherosclerotic plaque.

3 Perspective-n-Point Problem

Figure 1: Perspective-n-point problem. 2D-3D point correspondence between the dots center pixels and the
dot center points on the MCS.

A general PnP problem solution is formulated as: finding the position and orientation of the camera

using its camera intrinsic parameters and a set of n correspondences of 3D points and their respective

2D projections on the image[4]. Using images of the marker, the PnP problem solution consists on

finding the position and orientation of the marker. This way by finding n correspondences of 2D

marker points on the image and 3D marker points, one can compute CCSTMCS matrix that relates

the camera coordinate system (CCS) and the marker coordinate system (MCS).

3.1 Marker Design

The marker used, for pose estimation purposes, is inspired by Rune-129 marker proposed by

Bergamasco et al.[5]. The main design Rune-Tag characteristics are preserved, however, in the center

of the marker a black circular band is added. The marker used in this work, is built by partitioning a

disc in 43 angular and evenly distributed sectors. Each one of the sectors is divided into three circular

concentric rings uniformly separated, called the levels. A pair, set by the level and the sector, defines

a slot of the marker, in which a dot can be present or absent. A dot is defined by a circular feature

with its radius proportional to the radius of the ring in which it is inserted. The radius of the dots

and so the rings decrease as each level approaches the center of the marker. Furthermore, the radius

of each ring and so the inner and outer boundaries of each slot, can also be described by the radius
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of outer circle of the centred circular band according to a scale factor. The distribution of the dots

allows the bind of information to the marker and therefore, turns its pose estimation possible.

4 Marker Search

Contours are detected using binary images of a scene where the marker is present. For each

contour, an ellipse is fitted using the direct ellipse fit method developed by Fitzgibbon et al [6]. A

dot candidate is interpreted as an ellipse that may or may not be a projection of a marker dot on the

image. The main task aims to select, from the group of candidates, the ellipses that come from real

projections of the marker.

5 Central Dot Support Coordinate System

The following procedure follows the Qian Chen et al work[7]. Suppose that the ellipse Q corre-

sponding to the central dot is found. Observing Fig:2, on the CCS, Q defines an oblique elliptical cone

(OEC). If this matrix Q of the central dot is used to calculate the true solution for Rc, one can obtain

a matrix Qc corresponding to its representation as an oblique circular cone (OCC). Observing Fig:3

one can see that Qc describes the OCC. The Rc rotation matrix can then be applied to the remaining

ellipses Qi according to,

Rc
T QiRc = Qci . (1)

Theoretically, if Eq:1 is applied to an ellipse Qi that results from a projection of a circle that was

coplanar to the central dot of the marker, the resultant matrix Qci must represent an OCC or a circle

when projected on the normalized image plane (nIP). In practice this will never happen, Qci will

represent ellipses with low eccentricity if they came from circles coplanar to the central dot. Following

this idea, if Eq:1 is applied to ellipses Qi that are projections of the dots, all resultant Qci matrices

are, in theory, circles, but in practice, they are ellipses with low eccentricity. By observing Fig:3 one

can see that not only the central dot is described as a circle on the image plane but also the remaining

dots of the marker.

Figure 2: Cone OEC and image of the marker repre-
sented at the CCS

Figure 3: Cone OCC and image of the marker repre-
sented at the SCS
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Fig:4 and Fig:5 are practical examples of what was stated before. For Fig:4 the ellipse correspond-

ing to the central dot was selected and used to calculate the two possible solutions for Rc. For both

Rc solutions Eq:1 were applied to all the remaining ellipses. Fig:5 represents the image viewed on the

nIP of all detected ellipses when the transformation Rc, applied in Eq:1, represents the true solution.

One can observe that the central dot is a perfect circle centred at the marker and, furthermore, the

dots of the marker are approximately represented as circles, i.e. ellipses with low eccentricity. Also,

the rings of the marker are circularly represented in this case. One can also observe on Fig:5 two clear

ellipses on the bottom down left corner, these ellipses correspond to ellipses that were detected but do

not belong to the marker, and so they are still elliptically represented on this plane. On Fig:6 there

is a representation of the image viewed on the nIP when the Rc, used in Eq:1, is the false solution of

the SCS of the central dot. One can verify that for this case the central dot is still represented as a

perfect circle as expected however, the remaining dots of the marker and also the rings do not follow

the same circular representation, instead they still keep being described as ellipses.

Figure 4: Arbitrary image where
the marker is present.

Figure 5: Marker viewed on the
nIP of the SCS using the true solu-
tion for s2

Figure 6: Marker viewed on the
nIP of the SCS using the false solu-
tion for s2

6 Dot Search Algorithm

The dot search algorithm is used to select through all ellipses Qi the group of ellipses that corre-

spond to projections of the marker dots on the image. It is known, a priori, that if the true rotation

Rc is calculated using the ellipse Q corresponding to the central dot, the representation on the nIP of

all ellipses (projections of the circular marker dots) Qci , obtained by applying Eq:1, should be repre-

sented approximately as circles. Furthermore, the rings of the marker should also be circular and the

radius of each dot on each ring, depending on the level, should also be proportional to the distance

between the dot and the center of the marker. These are the considerations that will be taken on the

implementation of the dot search algorithm.
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Figure 7: Marker represented on the nIP of the SCS using the s2 true solution. Representation of the circular
rings and marker boundaries.

The algorithm starts to select, the sign s2 to be evaluated when computing Rc. Then through

all Qi ellipses on the image, one ellipse is selected and it is considered to be the candidate ellipse Q

representing the central dot. Then, Rc is calculated using the central dot candidate ellipse Q and the

sign s2 , which were selected, to evaluate this solution. Eq:1 is then applied using Rc to transform all

Qi ellipses and, a set of ellipses Qci is obtained. The circle Qc represents the specific case when Eq:1

is applied specifically to the central dot candidate ellipse Q. If the candidate ellipse Q is in fact the

central dot and also the right sign s2 to get Rc was used, all Qci ellipses that belong to the marker must

follow some known conditions. These conditions are based on the known geometrical properties of the

marker. It is clear that the radius of the central dot is much larger than any other dot of the marker.

Therefore, first of all, if the major and minor lengths (ai, bi) values of the ellipse Qci pretending to

be a dot candidate are both lower than the radius r of the central dot candidate (ai < r bi < r)

the following condition is evaluated. If the candidate ellipse Q is in fact a ellipse corresponding to

the central dot, and also if Rc was calculated using the true sign, the ellipse Qci is candidate to be

a dot of the marker if the distance between the two centres (xc, yc) and (xci , yci) is below a certain

distance value d4 and larger than d0. The purple ring on Fig:7 represents the max boundary that

should contain all the dots of the marker. The boundary distance d4 and d0 can be easily calculated

since it is proportional to the radius of the marker and so it must be proportional to the obtained

value r of Qc. It is known that all dots of the marker are distant from the center of the central dot

below 2.71 times the radius of the central dot and upper than 1.46 times the radius of the central

dot. Therefore, Qci can only be a dot candidate if its distance to the center of the central dot ellipse

candidate follows the same principle. This way Qci is a possible candidate if the following the conditions

are respected,
√

(xc − xci)2 + (yc − yci)2) < d4 where d4 = 2.71r.,
√

(xc − xci)2 + (yc − yci)2) >

d0 where d0 = 1.46r.If both previous conditions are verified a third condition is evaluated. The

ellipse Qci can only be a dot of the marker if it has a low eccentricity (since it should have a circular

geometry in the absence of error). Therefore the eccentricity of Qci is computed according to the

expression,ei =
√

1− b2
i

a2
i
, if e takes a value below a predefined threshold (which a value of 0.5 for the
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threshold was used), a forth condition is evaluated. The last condition is the most fine condition and

exploits the fact that the radius of each dot of the marker is proportional to the distance between the

center of the dot and the center of the marker (the radius of the dots is proportional to the radius of

each ring level they are placed). The equation that gives the radius of a dot rdot depending on the

distance ddot of the center of this same dot and the center of the marker is given by, rdot = 0.045ddot.

Therefore an ellipse Qci can only be a possible dot candidate if the following expression is lower than

a certain predefined threshold t,|1−
ai+bi

2
0.045
√

(xc−xci )2+(yc−yci )2)
| < t, where ai+bi

2 estimates the radius of

the ellipse Qci (if this ellipse is a possible candidate it should have almost a circular geometry and so

ai and bi should take similar values). One experimentally found that t = 0.2 was reasonable value to

this threshold. The above set of conditions allow to verify if one ellipse Qi may or not represent a dot

candidate according to the Q candidate chosen to be the central dot and also according to the signal

s2 also selected to determine Rc using Q. This way it is expected that the case providing the largest

number of dot candidates is when Q is really the ellipse corresponding to the central dot and s2 has

been correctly chosen to calculate Rc. Therefore, all ellipses are considered once as a dot candidate

for the central dot and the method described above is applied. This way each ellipse candidate for

the central dot will have an associated number of candidates for the marker dots. By picking the

ellipse candidates for the central dot that has the largest number of candidates for the marker dots

one can obtain the which ellipse Qi corresponds to the central dot, also which ellipses Qi correspond

to marker dots and, furthermore, the rotation Rc without sign s2 ambiguity that transforms the whole

candidates (and also the marker itself) into the SCS of the chosen candidate for the central dot.

7 Marker Dots and Image Dots correspondence

The dot search algorithm allows us to select from among all detected ellipses, the set of ellipses

that correspond to dots from the marker and eliminate the rest. Besides this, the algorithm also allows

to highlight the ellipse that corresponds to the central dot of the marker and also determine the signal

s2 that predicts the real solution for Rc (when calculated from the corresponding Q ellipse of the

central dot). However, despite all chosen candidates, it is only known the ellipse that corresponds to

the central dot and also the ellipses that are dots. It still not possible to establish the correspondence

between the dot candidates and the dots of the marker, in other words, find the alignment around

the orthogonal axis of the marker. The alignment is not exact due to the possible existence of miss

detections and marker occlusions.
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Figure 8: Fitted grid on the marker.

7.1 Marker encoding/decoding and Pose estimation

The marker encoding and decoding aims to finally set the automatic correspondence between the

dot pixel centers and the dot points on the MCS that will be used to solve the PnP problem.

Figure 9: Marker encode and decode into a 3x43 Bit Matrix.

Using the grid fitted on the marker image one can verify angularly and depending on the level, if a

dot is or it is not inside a slot. Therefore, using this information, a 3× 43 Bit Matrix is filled. In this

matrix the rows represent a level of the marker, each column a sector of the marker and each matrix

entrance a slot. The Bit Matrix is properly filled and each matrix entrance is filled as 1 if a dot is inside

a slot and as 0 if there is no dot on that slot. This way, the Bit Matrix is filled as represented in Fig:9

however, the alimented between the marker image and the marker itself represented in the MCS is still

unknown. In order to solve the alignment problem, the Bit Matrix obtained using the grid marker fit

on the image is shifted 43 times. Since it is known that the marker has undoubtedly 43 slots, for each

shift, the hamming distance, between the Bit Matrix image and a known Bit Matrix of the marker

encoding it on the MCS, is computed. This way, by finding the shift corresponding to the lowest

Hamming distance between both image and MCS Bit Matrices, one can find the alignment of the

marker on the image and the marker on the MCS. Finally, the automatic 2D-3D point correspondence

is achieved. By setting which 2D image pixel dot center corresponds to which 3D MCS point dot

center one can solve the PnP problem and the marker pose estimation is completed.
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Position error d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7
mean(mm) 0.51 1.04 1.42 2.20 2.73 3.14 3.86

std(mm) 0.27 0.40 0.62 0.33 0.57 0.21 0.83

Table 1: Position error for the experimental tests.

Orientation error d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7
mean(deg) 0.27 0.48 0.72 0.78 0.94 0.99 0.94

std(deg) 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.23

Table 2: Orientation error for the experimental tests.

Figure 10: Practical case of marker detection and
marker pose estimation applied in a carotid US exam.

Figure 11: Free-hand Reconstructions using the pro-
posed method.

8 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the marker pose estimation error in practical cases and using real images,

experimental tests were performed. In these experiments the marker was positioned almost parallel

and approximately positioned 20 cm away from the camera. Eight sequences of data were then recorded

where the marker was purely translated away from the camera. In each translation, the marker was

moved 50 mm away from the camera. Therefore, the movements correspond to pure translations of

50,100,150,200,250,300 and 350 mm. Each test were performed ten times. The orientation should

not change in each of the tests and also during the movement of the marker (pure translation). The

results are presented in the following table.

The results show that for near distances of the marker to the camera, the proposed system achieved

an absolute mean error of around 0.5 mm for the position. This error increases with a rate of approx-

imately 0.5 mm for each additional 5 cm of distance to the camera. In terms of orientation for the

whole range of distances the error was lower than one degree.

9 Conclusion

In conclusion, this thesis showed that is possible to develop a spatial locator, based on a webcam,

and a fiducial marker attached to a ultrasound probe in order to determine the position and orientation

of this same marker relative to the camera. The marker pose estimation showed to be capable to be
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used in order to determine the positions and orientations of a sequence of 2D B-scan images which

are intended to be used in a three-dimensional reconstruction of the bifurcation of the carotid and

ateroesclerotic plates. As the atheromatous plaques are a complex structure (three-dimensional and

with a degree of asymmetry), a 3D reconstruction of the carotid represents a logical solution that

allows the physician to establish a more complete diagnostic evaluation and the degree of disease. The

webcam based optical tracker for free-hand ultrasound system could be an alternative low-cost system

for three-dimensional reconstruction of the carotid using 2D ultrasound B-scan images. The proposed

system aims to overcome the high costs associated with conventional 3D reconstruction methods that

exist that normally require expensive spacial locator systems that aim to find the US probe position

and orientation. For near distances of the marker to the camera, the proposed system achieved an

absolute mean error of around 0.5 mm. This error increases with a rate of approximately 0.5 mm for

each additional 5 cm of distance to the camera. In terms of orientation for distances below 550 mm

between the marker and the camera the error is lower than 1 degree. An obvious follow up of this thesis

is the reconstruction of the carotid and the plaque in order to validate the proposed solution in a real

scenario. The currently off-line reconstruction process could be optimized for real-time visualization.

In order to obtain better precisions more cameras could be used.
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